PROJECT POMP

The Symphonic Band will be participating in the 2020 Virtual Graduation Ceremony! This is a tremendous
honor! We will be recording individual parts to Pomp and Circumstance and the Alma Mater (which is to the
tune Auld Lang Syne) and they will be compiled and edited into a full band recording. It is important that you
give your best effort while recording these pieces, and follow the directions carefully so that we can give our
seniors the best graduation music possible.
FIND YOUR MUSIC - Visit the link for Pomp and Circumstance Music and Alma Mater Music (links
available on tinyurl.com/ShareANote) . Find your respective instrument for each piece. Printing your part is
preferred, if you can’t print, you can read off the screen.
PRACTICE and PART ASSIGNMENTS - Please practice the part you’d like to play a few times before you
begin recording. If you’d like to record more than one part, feel free to do so!
RECORDING - Open each click track file on your computer or your phone and plug in a pair of headphones.
Using your other device (computer or phone), pull up a recording app.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Be in a quiet place
Open the Click Track File for Pomp and Circumstance or Alma Mater (on tinyurl.com/ShareANote)
Be sure your headphones are plugged in - you should hear the metronome in your ear and we should
not hear it in the recording
Do not play the repeat - one time only please
You'll hear 8 clicks and then my lovely voice to cue you in
Listen to your recording when you are done, be critical of your performance, record again if you need
to

No video, it must be audio only.
LABELING PROTOCOL FOR EACH FILE based on the part you play
Pomp - Melody or Pomp - Harmony or Pomp - Bass then Alma - Melody or Alma - Harmony or Alma - Bass
SUBMIT - Email your recording(s) to David Schwartzer (davidschwartzer@hvrsd.org) by Wednesday, May
28th

